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Abstract

Occupational exposure in healthcare setting is a major issue in the spread of Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B virus and Hepatitis C virus for healthcare workers. Following Universal Precaution and not recapping the needle are the two important factors reducing the occupational exposures. Universal precaution practices are not followed properly by healthcare professionals. When needle recapping is needed by chance use “One Hand recapping” or “Tip to Hub Vertical Recapping” and “ Standard Operative Procedure” to reduce the needle stick injuries.

Introduction:-

After the emergence of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)Virus in Africa, healthcare workers' attention has risen to protect themselves from blood borne infections. Blood Borne Pathogens (BBPs) include Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C viruses. Because of Universal precaution practices, Using sharp containers, Needle destroyer and Not Recapping the needle, occupational needle stick injuries (NSI) are in decreasing trend [1]. But studies show inconsistent result and low quality evidence for safety devices in reducing needle stick injuries [2]. Sharp injuries for healthcare professionals are due to Low Compliance with Universal Precaution, Needle recapping, Giving injections in ward area or Patients Room, Emergency Rooms, Inadequate staff, insufficient training, Low availability of protective strategies, duty overload and fatigue [3-8]. Needle recapping is a major concern in NSI's [6-10].

How to Recap?

Even though recapping of needle is not a recommended procedure, recapping can be done till the safe disposal of the used needles, to avoid injuries to self and other healthcare workers. When recapping is needed it should be done with mechanical device or “One Hand” recapping technique [11,12].

Here we proposed a Tip to Hub Vertical Recapping technique, when One Hand technique is not feasible like where a flat stable surface is not available.

Standard Operative Procedure (SOP) is useful in healthcare by reducing the errors in the procedure and for better results [13-16].

In both the techniques follow standard operative procedure by following the steps given below.
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Recapping Techniques:

The "One-Hand" Technique:

Step 1: Place the cap on a flat surface, then remove your hand from the cap (Figure 1 & 2).

Step 2: With one hand, hold the syringe and use the needle to "scoop up" the cap (Figure 3).

Step 3: When the cap covers the needle completely, use the other hand to secure the cap on the needle hub. Be careful to handle the cap at the bottom only (near the hub) (Figure 4).

Tip to hub vertical recapping:

Step 1: Hold the used syringe in upright position (Needle tip upwards) (Figure 5).

Step 2: Hold the tip of the cap and bring the hub of the cap near to tip of the needle (Figure 6).

Step 3: Enter the tip of the needle just into the cap, move the needle or cap side to side to ensure the needle is inside the cap (Figure 7).

Step 4: Let the cap down by releasing your fingers from the cap, after releasing the cap, fingers and hand must swing away from the cap and come down to hub of the cap (Figure 8).

Step 5: Lock the cap with needle by holding the base of the cap (Figure 9).

Step 3 in One hand technique and Step 5 in Tip to hub vertical recapping are the same.

When to Recap?

When and where safety devices are not available like remote camps, house visits, small clinics, Ambulances etc.
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Discussion:--
Emergence of BBPs mandates health workers to adopt universal precaution and avoid needle recapping, but inconsistent results in following universal precaution and needle recapping happens around the globe. Needle recapping is not a recommended procedure, but is happening around the world everyday which pushed us to urge for safe recapping techniques and following SOP.

Conclusion:--
Occupational needle stick injuries should be prevented in healthcare setting by education, training and regular updating of knowledge and protective materials. “One Hand” and “Tip to Hub Vertical” Recapping technique should be used when other standard disposal practices are not possible.SOP should be followed in needle recapping and its disposal. Efficacy of these techniques should be evaluated by further studies.
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